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Abstract 
This paper starts with some background information about the library of the University of 
Twente and its OPAC. Some national (Dutch) developments with regard to shared subject 
cataloguing are summarized. The inhouse development of a thesaurus is mentioned and, in a 
more general way, the changing role of the OPAC and of classification systems. After this 
background information the paper describes the results of a statistical analysis of almost 1 , 7 
million search commands in the OPAC of the library. A distinction was made between two 
user groups: information specialists of the libraries and the public: also possible differences 
in search behaviour within those two groups, between the users with a technological or a 
social sciences background, were analysed. Although no dramatic differences were found 
there are some clear differences between the user groups. The software of the OPAC was 
analysed as well. Two versions of the OPAC were available to the users: a menu- and a 
command-driven version. There appeared to be a significant difference in preference between 
the two user groups for the two versions. The statistics were collected during two periods: 
January 1987 up to July 1989 and from August 1989 to January 1992 inclusive, the begin-
ning of the first period coinciding with the moment of introduction of the OPAC. There was 
a shift from bibliographic searching to subject searching. It is difficult, however, to draw 
conclusions about those changes in search behaviour at the time, because it can be related 
to improvements in the thesaurus or to the learning curve of the users that may have appeared 
after they had gained some experience with all the search tools of the OPAC and of their 
gradually developed their preferred search strategy, thus consolidating their searching 
behaviour. Finally, some future research is suggested to try to clarify some confusing factors 
and to specify the obtained results. 
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1 . Introduction 
1.1 ThB University of Twente 
The University of Twente was founded on the 23rd of November 1961. At present there are 
7.000 undergraduate students, 325 graduate students and 800 academic staff, spread over 
10 faculties: Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Chemical Technology, Technical 
Physics, Applied Mathematics, Computer Science, Public Administration, Industrial 
Management, Applied Educational Science and Philosophy of Science, Technology and 
Society. 
The University campus is situated amid the fields and woodlands of the former country estate 
"Drienerlo" in the Twente region. It is the only campus university in the Netherlands. 
1.2 The library 
From the start the library has had a decentralized structure: there is a library in every faculty 
building. However, it has a centralized organization; the University librarian is responsible for 
all the libraries on the campus as well as the central library. There is one centralized unit in the 
central library to purchase books and journals and cataloguing is also done by a central unit. 
In 1980 the COM·catalogue was introduced, produced in cooperation with the computing 
centre of the University. 
In 1985 it was decided thatTwente should join PICA and the University applied for "full mem· 
bership", that is to say, to be full partner. It was also decided to install the PICA Local Library 
System (PICA-LBS). The PICA membership was granted from 1st January 1986 and the 
computer system was installed during the very same year. In line with the foreseeable funda-
mental changes, from COM catalogue to OPAC, the time was appropriate to reconsider the 
system of subject analysis that was in use at that time and to formulate the future planning 
of subject access policies within the library. 
Until eight years ago all the faculty libraries had their own, self-designed list of descriptors. 
There had been no coordination in creating, nor was there any coordination in maintaining, 
those 10 different lists. They were accessible via 10 different computer-printed lists, all 
available in the central library, and the faculty's own printed list in each faculty library. 
After the introduction of the OPAC and the new possibilities that were available, it was 
decided that all the different descriptor lists would cease and that a new common, coordinated 
and controlled list of descriptors would be developed inhouse: from January 1986 all 
information specialists of the library started to create this new list of descriptors. From then 
on all new terms were checked by a special committee (3 subject specialists) before they 
could be used; all the allocations to the documents of the new descriptors were checked too. 
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This was a heavy and time-consuming task which required many discussions and corrections. 
Apart from labour intensity and cost there was the problem of the relation between user 
vocabulary, and system vocabulary which did not always match. This appeared to be more 
noticeable if the indexing terminology had been derived from the schedules of classification 
systems such as the DOC, UDC and LC. 
There were also problems about search terms in the singular form while, for instance, the term 
was only indexed in the plural: and then there was, of course, the problem of synonyms. 
In general it is very important that the descriptors are "subject or content rich'" and relevant 
to user's terminology. Apart from these problems one should also bear in mind that the most 
crucial factor is the number of subject index records, in relation to the number of volumes in 
the library, although it is obvious that the subject index must be of a certain minimum size to 
be viable at all. The other very crucial factor is the quality of the subject indexer, after all it 
is still a human effort, and we all eagerly wait for the expert system that generates the proper 
subject tenns on the basis of an automated content analysis. 
Although there were many difficulties and a lot of effort had to be put into the project, the 
rewarding result was the creation of a new list of descriptors. There was, however, another 
important positive side effect as well. Because of the refereeing of the subject cataloguing 
there was a kind of permanent inhouse training for all the subject specialists resulting in a 
"balanced usage" of the new descriptors by all of them, as well as a growing awareness and 
knowledge of the fact that descriptors quite often do have completely different meanings in 
the different disciplines (for instance "architecture" has different meanings in computer 
science, in biology, in building and construction science, in garden and landscapes 
terminology, in geology, etc.). After about 2 years the, then still unstructured, list of 
descriptors was converted to a thesaurus: synonyms were mentioned, "see also" and "broader 
terms" cross references were added. At present we are working with the 25th edition 
containing about 7500 descriptors. 
1. 3 Questions about the continuation of th6 usage of th#J UDC 
During the discussions on how to improve the searching facilities with descriptors (resulting 
in the decision to create a new thesaurus) there was also a debate about the usage of the 
classification system (UDC with local modifications) and the shelf numbering system. 
To avoid the danger of "changing too much at the same time" and of creating more internal 
opposition (the decision to create the new list of descriptors could only be taken after long 
and intense discussions and even then, it was taken against substantial resistance). Another 
important point was the fact that the shelf numbering system was also based on the inhouse 
modified UDC. It was decided to look at these two issues at a later stage. 
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1.4 Some national developments on subject cataloguing 
After the success story of PICA's shared cataloguing system the question was put forward 
whether shared subject cataloguing could also be a viable option. A PICA working group was 
established to investigate this possibility at the beginning of the eighties. This resulted in the 
decision to develop a system for shared subject cataloguing based on a classification system 
and a detailed word system. The classification system was to be a limited, basic one but the 
word system would be a detailed one consisting of descriptors, geographical indicators and 
a chronological table, the type of publication as well as personal names and subject, etc. In 
this system of subject cataloguing the "word system" should be subject specific while the 
classification system should offer the disciplinary context. Some years later, that is to say 
after the start of the PICA working group, the UKB (Dutch cooperative body of all the 
university libraries, the Royal Library and the Library of the Royal Academy of Science) decided 
to start a project on coordinated collection development based on the conspectus 
methodology. The conspectus, or LC classification, did not suit the Dutch situation and 
history. Therefore the UKB approached PICA with the request to cooperate and use the then 
roughly finished '"PICA-Rompclassificatie" for the coordination of collection development as 
well. The first edition of this PICA classification system was finished in 1987 and contained 
1500 classes. PICA agreed and so a new combined PICA-UKB working group was appointed 
to expand the "PICA-Rompclassificatie" to a Dutch basic classification system. The first 
edition of this system, the "Nederlandse Basisclassificatie", the "BC", was finished in 1989 
and contained 2100 classes. This edition contained different versions for CCD and shared 
subject cataloguing. The first version also contained a table with countries and historical 
periods while the second one did not have tables. After its appearance and widespread 
distribution lots of additional comments were received. These comments resulted in an 
improved second edition with a better coordination between the needs for CCD and shared 
subject cataloguing on a practical level, resulting in only one version with almost no 
geographical or historical subdivisions. This second edition was printed and became available 
on a large scale in November 1992. At present this Dutch classification system is 
implemented in the different libraries. The Twente University Library is considering using this 
system as a basis for a new shelf numbering system; the final decision will be taken before 
the end of this year. Regardless of this decision the library will start to use the "Nederlandse 
Basisclassificatie'" by the end of 1993. 
The earlier mentioned PICA word system is almost ready; it is based on the already existing 
list of descriptors in the library of the University of Amsterdam and on the newly created one 
of the Twente University Library. It is expected that this list will be ready by the end of this 
year; it will contain about 30.000 descriptors. 
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2. Desciption of the OPAC of the Twente University Library 
The OPAC of the University of Twente library contains bibliographic descriptions of all the 
documents of all the libraries of the University, as well as the locations in which the retrieved 
documents are stored or placed on open access. Besides these bibliographic records the OPAC 
also contains searchable descriptors and classification codes, and information about persons. 
Finally, the OPAC also contains indexes information and these lists contain all the terms with 
which one can do the searching. Browsing in these different indexes of searchkeys is possible 
using truncation. This can be done after the third position of the search term, unless the index 
generates over 1 .000 hits. 
Searching may be done in two different ways: menu or command driven. The OPAC offered 
the user seven access points. (This was version two of the PICA local Ubrary System, PICA 
LBS2. This year the LBS3 became available with more searching tools and will be described 
later). 
The following searchkeys were available in the LBS2 version: 
1 . words from the title (TTL) 
2. name of author (AUT) 
3. words from corporation (COR) 
4. words from congress name (CON) 
5. descriptor (DE) 
6. classification codes (SYS) 
7. words from categories 1-5 {All) 
The result of a search, a workset, could be enlarged or reduced by repeating search keys 1-7 
or on the basis of: 
8. type of document (book, thesis, journal etc.) 
9. year of publication 
1 0. publication language 
Finally, the search history can be presented, on request, after every step of the searching 
process. 
During the last few years PICA has developed a complete new local library system: PICA-
LBS3. 
In this system the quality of the OPAC searching facilities has improved considerably. Since 
the command driven version of the former OPAC was hardly used by the public, the new 
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OPAC only has a menu driven version. Completely new is the so called "working catalogue" 
which contains the OPAC plus many other features. This working catalogue has a command 
driven structure and is only available for the library staff. In the LBS3-0PAC the following 
access points are available to the public: 
1. words from the title 
2. name of author 
3. words from corporation 
4. words from congress name 
5. persons 




10. year of publication 
11. publication language 
12. type of document 
13. country of origin of publication 
14. location code 
Twente University Library has successfully completed all the conversion tests and is, since 
last week, the first library with all LBS3 functions operational. As you can see, with the new 
OPAC, there is a lot more to investigate! 
2.1 The changing role of the OPAC and of classification systems 
As illustrated by the above mentioned search tools of the OPAC of the Twente University 
Library, it is clear that the original concept of an OPAC, as a finding tool for known items, has 
gradually changed to an new concept which includes many possibilities for subject searching. 
Parallel to this change, the role of classification systems has changed dramatically and, as a 
consequence, an increasing need has arisen to convert the traditional classification systems 
to verbal systems. 
Nancy Williamson (1989) 1 described four "milestones" on the road to an increased role for 
classification systems in online catalogue retrieval. 
These milestones include reported projects on the development of an online editorial support 
system for the maintenance, updating and publication of the Dewey Decimal Classification 
schedules, the revival of interest in the computerisation of UDC, and the first steps, in 1987, 
of the Library of Congress toward the automation of its classification system. 
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2.2 Some international OPAC developments 
It is beyond the context of this paper to describe the situation of OPACs in the different 
countries: I refer only to some articles about the situation in the leading countries with regard 
to OP AC development. 
The development of OPACs in the USA is well documented by Hildreth (1985)2 • 
Schnelling (1989} 3 described the possibilities and limitations on subject searching in the 
OPACs in the former Western Germany. He concludes "that the stronger new technology is 
realised in the OPACs the more it will be possible to use added subject information from other 
foreign databases. If however, you want to use foreign systems, and specially if you want to 
use more sources, your own system should be based on verbal access points". 
The situation in Scotland is described by Crawford (1988)4 and, in the UK, by Slack (1988) 6 
and more recently in Great Britain by Crawford et al (1992)6 • This last study, with its aim to 
investigate tools for subject access to academic library catalogues, was based on a question-
naire sent out during the summer of 1991 and reflects the position at that time. Eighty-six of 
the 11 0 questionnaires were returned. Although all 86 universities and polytechnics had 
OPACs, only somewhat more than half of them had a separate subject searching option based 
on subject terms. Fifty three out of 81 respondents are presumably not wholly satisfied with 
their existing subject access as they have plans to alter or improve it. However, there is a 
great amount of uncertainty about how to improve the system. Of the OPACs that offer 
searching by subject heading as a separate option (about 50%} there is a strong majority for 
LCSH and MeSH, second in place are the inhouse developed systems. 
Those libraries with a subject searching option were approached for another study by the 
same persons (Crawford et al, 19937}. This study revealed that UK OPACs are moving 
towards comprehensive coverage of academic library stocks, with the MARC record the most 
popular format. The three main subject access strategies involve LCSH, inhouse strategies and 
others not based on controlled terminology. 
3. Evaluation questions 
From the very beginning of the introduction of the OPAC and of the building of a list of 
descriptors, later converted into a thesaurus, we were of course very curious about the impact 
of it and the usage of the descriptors by the public. For that reason the automatically 
generated statistics were analysed. We tried to arrange the statistics in such a way that 
calculations and analyses could answer the following questions: 
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- What is the usage of our inhouse developed thesaurus? 
- Is it worthwhile to continue our thesaurus efforts and subject cataloguing with descriptors? 
- What is the usage of the classification codes? 
- Is it worth continuing the use of our classification system? 
- Does prolonged availability of the OPAC and its subject searching tools have any effect on 
the users? 
- Is there a difference in searching behaviour between the library staff (the information 
specialists) and the users of the library? 
- Is there a difference in searching behaviour between the users from technical faculties and 
users from the social sciences faculties? 
- Is there a clear preference for the command- or menudriven OPAC facilities? 
To answer these questions a statistical analysis was done of all the search commands in the 
OPAC during 5 years. The analysis was split up into two periods so as to examine possible 
effects of learning to use the different search tools and, after becoming used to it, to adapt 
ones preference and consolidate ones searching behaviour. 
A total of almost 1,7 million search commands were analysed: 86.815 commands of the 
library staff (information specialists) and 1.610476 of the public. 
4. Results 
The statistical results are presented in a self explanatory way in tables I-XXIV. 
The results of some tables are better visualized in diagrams I-IX. 
The tables I, II and V present the exact numbers of the different OPAC search commands used 
by the information specialists of the library during the two periods January 1987 - July 1989, 
August 1989- January 1992 and during the whole period January 1987 - January 1992. The 
tables II, IV and VI are the same results but now presented proportionally. The terminal 
numbers correspond to the different information specialists. The equivalent figures, as 
presented in tables I- VI (for library information specialists), are also, and in the same order, 
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presented for the library users in tables VII- XII. Instead of personal terminal numbers, in this 
case the different branch libraries are mentioned. Some faculties share one library facility 
because those faculties are housed in the same building. 
Until January 1992 the OPAC was not accessible via the campus network. This implies that 
students, as well as the scientists, had to go to their library to get access to the OPAC. Since 
1992, with the introduction of the new version (LBS3) of the PICA local library system at our 
University Library, the OPAC is accessible via the campus network. This means that, in future 
studies, we have to distinguish three user groups: the libraries' information specialists, users 
who approach the OPAC via the network (at present mainly the researchers) and the actual 
library visitors (at present mainly students and external users as well as some academic staff). 
Differences in library locations can no longer be analysed due to the network structure and 
the way the search registrations are done. 
Table XIII shows the usage of the menu and command driven OPAC versions by the 
information specialists during the whole period January 1 987 - January 1992. The figures 
clearly indicate an overwhelming preference for the command driven version, except for one 
information specialist. This particular specialist obviously did have problems with this version 
since she/he had a striking high score on the time/search as well (12,86). 
Table XIV presents the same figures for the library users. The totals of tables XIII and XIV 
illustrate the dramatic difference in preference for the two OPAC versions: infonnation 
specialists 98% usage of the command driven version; library users 92% of the menu driven 
version! 
Tables XV, XVI and XVII show the differences in searching behaviour of the information 
specialists for the technical and social sciences during the two different periods and the whole 
period. 
Tables XVIII, XIX and XX again represent the same figures as the previous three but now 
showing the results of the three groups of users. 
Finally tables XXI and XXII show the changes in search behaviour after prolonged availability 
of the OPAC for library users and information specialists. These changes are represented in 
a proportional way in tables XXIII and XXIV. 
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5. Conclusions (from the results) 
1. There is less difference in search behaviour between library staff and users with respect 
to access usage than could be expected. The main difference is less searching by words 
from the titles by the user. This is compensated by more usage of the search option "all". 
2. There is an enormous difference in preference between the library staff and the users with 
respect to the usage of the command or menu driven version of the OPAC. Information 
specialists almost exclusively use the command driven version while the users hardly use 
it. 
3. Subject searching is almost completely done by words from title (TTL) or by descriptors 
(DE) and hardly by systematic codes (UOC). This is the case for both user groups. 
4. Searching by corporate name, COR, is hardly done by either group. 
5. Prolonged availability ofthe OPAC changed searching behaviour of information specialists 
in the technical faculties and in the social science faculties in a different way: 
information specialists in the technical sciences became more and more subject oriented 
and less author oriented, whilst information specialists in the social sciences became less 
subject oriented and more author oriented! 
6. Prolonged availability of OPAC changed the searching behaviour of the library users as 
well. However, in this case there was a similar pattern of change in the different user 
groups (users of the technological and of the social sciences libraries). These patterns 
resemble the changes in search behaviour of the information specialists of the technolo-
gical libraries. 
7. The overall results (all libraries, both user groups: information specialists and library users) 
show that there is an increasing usage of subject searching compared to bibliographic 
(author) searching. This increase is mainly caused by a growing usage of descriptors as 
access points{ The conflicting figures in this respect for the {small!) group of information 
specialists in the social sciences libraries is probably due to some personal factors! 
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6. Operational library conclusions 
From the above mentioned conclusions from the statistical analysis, the following strategic 
conclusions were drawn: 
1 . The library will continue the thesaurus work and subject cataloguing with descriptors. The 
need for an English translation has been noted. 
2. The library will end the UDC usage and replace it by the newly developed "Dutch Basic 
Classification System". 
3. The library will withdraw the availability of the command driven OPAC version for the 
public. 
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OPAC access usage by information specialists of the library 
during the period January 1987 up to January 1992 inclusive 
(results from table VI) 
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Diagram III 
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OPAC access usage by users of the different libraries 
during the period January 1987 up to July 1989 inclusive 
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OPAC access usage by users of the different libraries 
during the period August 1989 up to January 1992 inclusive 
(results from table X) 
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Diagram V 
OPAC access usage by users of the different libraries 
during the period January 1987 up to January 1992 inclusive 
(results from table XII) 
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(results from the totals of tables n and Vlli) 
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OPAC access usage during the period August 1989 up to January 1992 
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Diagram VIII 
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Diagram IX 
OPAC access usage by Information specialists of the library 
during ttM period: JanullfY 1987 up to July 1989 Inclusive 
AUT COR DE SYS ALL Total 
1,504 18 931 125 211 
250 18 199 65 136 
1,256 7 1,685 258 820 
290 0 544 14 71 
752 24 1,095 125 299 
3,129 45 1,524 33 14 
983 3 1,424 340 160 
227 25 278 48 92 
8,391 140 7,680 1,008 1,803 
The same results of table I presented proportionally 
AUT COR DE SYS ALL Total 
33.6% 0.4% 20.8% 2.8% 4.7% 
21.5% 1.6% 17.1% 5.6% 11.7% 
17.4% 0.1% 23.4% 3.6% 11.4% 
18.4% 0.0% 34.6% 0.9% 4.5% 
22.3% 0.7% 32.5% 3.7% 8.9% 
42.9% 0.6% 20.9% 0.5% 0.2% 
20.4% 0.1% 29.5% 7.1% 3.3% 
16.0% 1.8% 19.5% 3.4% 6.5% 
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AUT COR DE SYS All Total 
2,158 38 1,400 561 210 
123 5 219 47 70 
2,071 2 3,004 3« 2,050 
516 42 731 130 46 
818 36 762 76 354 
2,114 97 2,514 174 eo 
1,599 26 3,688 757 751 
171 58 2,331 124 420 
9,570 304 14,649 2,213 3,981 
The same results of table Ill presented proportionaHy 
AUT COR DE SYS ALL Total 
33.7% 0.6% 21.9% 8.8% 3.3% 
15.9% 0.6% 28..4% 6.1% 9.1% 
12.0% 0.0% 17.5% 2.0% 11.9% 
22.3% 1.8% 31.7% 5.6% 2.0% 
23.1% 1.0% 21.5% 2.1% 10.0% 
24.5% 1.1% 29.2% 2.0% 0.9% 
13.7% 0.2% 31.5% 6.5% 6.4% 
3.4% 1.2% 47.0% 2.5% 8.5% 
17.2% 0.5% 26.4% 4.0% 7.2% 
OPAC access usage by Information specialists of the library 
during the period: January 1987 up to January 1992 Inclusive 
AUT COR DE SYS ALL Total 
3,662 56 2,331 686 421 
373 23 418 112 206 
3,327 9 4,689 602 2,870 
806 42 1,275 144 117 
1,570 60 1,857 201 653 
5,243 142 4,038 207 94 
2,582 29 5,112 1,097 911 
398 83 2.609 172 512 
17,961 -444 22,329 3,221 5,784 
The same results of table V presented proportionally 
AUT COR DE SYS ALL Total 
33.7% 0.5% 21.4% 6.3% 3.9% 
19.3% 1.2% 21.6% 5.8% 10.7% 
13.6% 0.0% 19.2% 2.5% 11.8% 
20.8% 1.1% 32.9% 3.7% 3.0% 
22.7% 0.9% 26.9% 2.9% 9.5% 
32.9% 0.9% 25.4% 1.3% 0.6% 
15.6% 0.2% 30.9% 6.6% 5.5% 
6.2% 1.3% 40.9% 2.7% 8.0% 
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OPAC access usage by the users during 
thtl ptJriod January 1987 up to July 1989 lnclusiw 
TIL AUT COR DE 
87,768 58,863 4,348 68,514 
25,189 15,680 848 19,192 
27,339 16,028 9e7 12,490 
49,171 42,558 2,400 28,002 
17,907 18,990 741 11,876 
13,304 13,926 620 9,159 
31,839 20,647 sn 23,783 









13,65311 110,590 I 
The same results of table VII presented proportionally 
TTL AUT COR DE SYS AlL 
32.6% 21.8% 1.6% 25.4% 2.6% 16.0% 
33.4% 20.8% 1.1% 25.4% 1.9% 17.4% 
40.3% 23.7% 1.4% 18.4% 1.3% 14.9% 
34.8% 30.1% 1.7% 19.8% 1.4% 12.1% 
31.6% 33.5% 1.3% 21.0% 1.2% 11.4% 
31.2% 32.6% 1.5% 21.5% 1.3% 11.9% 
33.8% 21.9% 1.0% 25.2% 1.4% 16.6% 
II 33.8"11 25.0%1 1.s" I 23.2%11 1.8%11 14.8" I 
OPAC access usage by the users during 
thtl /HIIiod August 1989 up to January 7 992 Inclusive 
TTL AUT COR DE SYS AU. 
90,084 58,812 5,033 81,940 5,310 45,914 
26,295 18,127 897 25,960 1,053 14.152 
28,040 16,809 900 17,507 1,084 11,830 
55,529 49,426 2,436 32,471 1,398 20,165 
36,682 32,768 1,575 28,679 1,080 14,928 
5,473 4,8S9 158 !i,058 269 5,158 
36,944 24,658 1,100 34 837 1,305 16,376 
II 279.04711 205.4871 12!0991 228.45211 11149911 121!1,5231 
The same results of table VII presented proportionally 
TTL AUT COR DE SYS AU. 
31.4% 20.5% 1.8% 28.5% 1.8% 16.0% 
30.4% 21.0% 1.0% 30.0% 1.2% 16.4% 
36.8% 22.1% 1.2% 23.0% 1.4% 15.5% 
34.4% 30.6% 1.5% 20.1% 0.9% 12.5% 
31.7% 28.3% 1.4% 24.6% 0.9% 12.9% 
26.1% 23.3% 0.8% 24.1% 1.3% 24.6% 
32.1% 21.4% 1.0% 30.2% 1.1% 14.2% 






































Table XI: OPAC access usage by the users during 
thll pt~riod January 1987 up to Jsnusry-1992 incluSive 
library TIL AUT COR DE SYS All Total 
Central Ubrary 1n,e52 117,575 9,381 150,454 12,232 88,933 sse.527 I 
Mechanical Engineering 51,484 33,807 1,745 45,152 2,520 27,255 161,963 
Electr. Eng./Technlcal Phyalce 55,379 32,837 1,867 29,997 1,952 21,897 143,929 
Applied M alh. I Public Adm. I 104,700 91,984 4,836 80,473 3,307 37,313 302,513 
Computer Science 
Applied Educational Science 54,589 51,758 2,316 40,555 1,734 21,412 172,354 
lnduetrlal Management 1a,1n 18,815 n8 14,217 818 10,255 63,560. 
Chemical Techn. 68,783 45,303 2.on 58520 2,589 32,048 209,420 
!Total II 531156411 392,1791 231ooo 1 399146811 25115211 239,1131 116101476] 
Table XII: The same results of table VII presented proportionally 
library TTL AUT COR DE SYS All To tel 
Central Ubrary 32.0% 21.1% 1.7% 27.0% 2.2% 16.0% 100.0'l{. 
Mechanical Engineering 31.8% 20.9% 1.1% 27.9% 1.5% 16.8% 100.0<J' 
Electr. Eng./Technlcal Physlca 38.5% 22.8% 1.3% 20.8% 1.4% 15.2% 100.('~· 
Applied Melh./ Public Adm./ 34.6% 30.4% 1.6% 20.0% 1.1% 12.3% 100.0.,., I 
Computer Science 
Applied Educational Science 31.7% 30.0% 1.3% 23.5% 1.0% 12.4% 100.0"' 
lndultrlal Management 29.5% 29.6% 1.2% 22.3% 1.3% 16.1% 100.0'l{. 
Chemical Techn. 32.8% 21.6% 1.0% 28.0% 1.2% 15.3% 100.0"' 
[Total II 33.0%11 24.4" 1 1.4%1 24.8% II 1.6%11 14.8"1 100.0%] 
Table XIII: Usage of lhe menu- and command driven OPAC version 





January 1987 up to January 1992 inclusive 
-·--r----· ... ---··-·- --· -----· 
Menu/command Connect time 




Percentage Number of 
searches 
Percentage 
1,8% 2?5 1,9% 
~.8.2% !!.:_4~~ ~~.1~ 
_____ 100.....;,0_% __ , _____ 1_1..7_02 ____ 1_~~ 
menu 4.076 19,6% 892 -10,7% 








_ _ _________ totAl ______ 20.~-~~ ____ t_oo __ .c_o_-x._ •-----2._19_4 •-----1_00..;,_0% _________ 9,4~ 
2245 menu 224 0,1% 54 0,2% 4, 1~ 
commC!I1d J72,6~ ~~~-~ ~,2~.! ~.8~ 5,7( 
total 172.920 ~----1-~.0% 30.338 100,0~- ____ 5,7r 
2255 menu 1.948 6,0% 3«> 7,3% 5,7:-
comm~tnd ~-;2?9 ~.1,0% ~:~.J. n?.%.. 6,9i 
__ ··-- _______ total 32.227 f-----100--'-,0_%_+ ______ 4._68_4 1 _____ 100--'-,0% -----~.8~
 
2265 menu 200 0,2% 126 0, 6% 
comm;tnd HP26 ~J~%. J9 .. ~~ ~9.~~ 
____ total , ____ 11_1.~8_6 100,0% 19.822_ ---~·~~ 
2296 ml'mU 8~ 1,1% 168 0,8% 
comrn::w1d 83.088 ~8.9'% ~-?8=? ~.2% 
total 83.986 ____ 1_00....:'~- 21.050 100~~~ 
?'297 menu 5A9 1,5% 229 3,2% 
comm<Wld ;38 88_1 ~~.~-'! ~.:...92~ ~.a~ 
total 39.4 70 ____ 100___:_,0% __ • ______ 7.__ 1_52 • _____ 100_~~~ 
mem1 9.505 1,7% 2034 2.1% 
Tolal commood 5;35:660 ~.;3_"! ~'l~!! ~?.~% 














Table XIV: Usage of the menu- and command driven OPJ\C version 
by the library users during lhe perlo d: 
January 1987 up to January 1992 Inclusive 
--------·-··---- - ·- ---··--- -·------- ------- ---····--·--··· 
1"""'""" Mnnu/comm .. nd Coni'M!d time rercMIAOII Numbw C'lf rerc""'•on 
number driven minutes soarchea ·------·-- ·------
mr.nu 1.679.400 A!i,1'll. 4:15 7:?A ~0.!;'1!. 
r"""'"'' '"""'' cmlm:tnrl 294_.799 .14.9% ~5.756 9.5~ 
lol:tl 1.973.199 100,0% 481.482 100.0% __________ .. __ . --· -----..... - ------···· 
menu 634.905 81,!1% 182072 8!1,2% 
Mf>chllnlcal Engloonrtng comm:md 141,619 .18.2% 2.1.78-4 H.n 
total 776.584 100,0')(, 1B3.B5e IOO,O'W. 
ml!nll !i:t'.7f!5 A4,1% 149 ?74 A!l,A'lf. 
f lnldr. Fng. I lm:hnlr.AI rhy11lc11 crmm11nrt .100 • .57l .15.9~ .161!67 .10.21' 
lol~l 633.342 100,0% 100.161 100,~! -··-· -·-----·-·--- -------- . ----
"""~d M:.th./l"ubl. Adm.l m'!nlf 1.107.e:l4 90,7% 318.0:10 !l3,0'lf. 
Cnomputnr !!k:k!ncft crmm:~ncf .1.13..372 9.3~ 2:3.7.!34 7..0~ 
lol:~l I.Z11.006 too.~~ 341.79-t IIX?,O!o -------·- ------·· 
m~>ttu 9fl:l!lAol 9:?,fl% 1fl7i'fl9 94,!!.,., 
.-_ftJ'IIkldf:rtiCAIInn:tl !k:lnnm c:nmm:~nrt 75.1le!. 7.2% .10,781 5,4% 
lol:tl 1.009.140 'IE-~!!.~ 100.050 IOO,O'll. --------· ···- --------
m'!nll 3t!l 206 9:12% 5!lAi'!l 95,0'!(; 
lnrfll"'fthd M:.n:.gP.m!!l'\4 cornm:~ncf 2Uo4 e.e~ 3.!163 5,0, 
total 3:fl.110 tOO.O'lCo 70.312 l_fl?!~~ 
-----··~- .. 
momu f;7ll4:l:! l'l7.2% 4'21.1f!i' !li',n"'. 
ClwtmlrJtl lochn. r:nrnm>~nrt 99.040 J2.1!')(, .19,134 e.o,r, 
lol:~l 775.472 ·~-~~- 240296 ----'~:?~ --------
ml!nu !1.910.3J8 A7,'i% 1.!5-1o.:w;2 91,f;'lf. 
'"'"' comm:~nrt 847 . .547 .12.!5% j41.589 8,4'K 
lot:~ I 5.757.!!53 tOO,O'lCo 1.681.951 IOO,O'lCo 




























In the Technical Sciences (Techn~--Sci.) and the Social Sciences {Social Sci.) 
during the period January 1987 up to July 1989 Inclusive 
or!cir;ii~;-[ ~L "uffio-E B-ii.~ Te~h~~~--------- ·-40,5 ----v.-3-- ~.-5-- 7,8--
Soclal Sci. _ ------------ ____ 30P_ ~ ~._3 _____ 6,0 __ _ 
Tahle XVI: Searching behaviour of the library's Information specialists 
in the Technical Sciences (Techn. Sci.) and the Social Sciences (Social Sci.) 
during the period August 1989 up to January 1992 Inclusive 





AUT DE J\L ----
4fi,3 17,5 25,0 7, 
36,8 26,4 25,0 5, 
94 
Tahlo XVII: Se:uchlng behaviour of the libr:uy's informatio
n specialists 
in the Technical Sciences (Techn. Sci.) and the Social Scien
ces (Social Sci.) 













Tnb1e XVIII: Searching behaviour of the library users
 of the 
Central Library, the Technical Sciences libraries and 
the Social Sciences 
libraries (proportional) 
during the period January 1 987 up to July 1989 inclusive 
···----·-·-·-----···---·! libraries TTL --------- ·~· ·----Central library 32,6 
Tech. Sci. libraries 35,8 








Table XIX: Searching behaviour of the library users
 of the 
Table XX: 
Central Library, the Technical Sciences libraries and
 the Social Sciences 
libraries (proportional) 
during the period August 1989 up to January 1 992 Inclusive
 
~:~~Tin;~~;y I 
Tech. Sci. Uhraries 









Searching behaviour of the library users of the 
R-f::~ =j 





Central library, the Technical Sciences libraries and the
 SociaiSciences 
libraries (proportional) 






















Table XXI: Changes fn se~rch behaviour after prolonged availability of the OPAC: 
proportional changes In 1989 - 1991 (table XVIII) deducted from 
the proportional changes In 1987 -1989 (table XIX) 











Total -t 5 















. Tablo XXII: Changog fn search behaviour arlor prolonged availability of lhe OPAC: 
proportronar changes In 1989 - 1991 (table XV) deducted from 
the proportional changes In 1987 -1989 (table XVI) 
- -l -"ii-] !:!~~!Y ~!!_f.:_ ____ Ttl AUT DE ·----- ------Technical Sc lencas +5,8 -9,8 +4,5 0,5 Information ep•elalisltt SociRf Sciences Ubunles -0,2 +1,6 -4,3 -0,9 
Information sp•eiAiiettt 
All Information Sp_!_c_!!_!!!_l.!_ -1 ~~~ -9,6 +1,9 +1,4 
Tablo XXIII: Proportional changes of the results of table XXI compared to 
the results of table XVIII (table XXI Is considered to be 1 oo %) 
--lib.!_!_!)' users of the lll AUT DE All 
Central ltbrary -3,7 -6,0 +11,8 0,0 
Technical llbfRrle! -7,5 -2,7 +16,5 -5,5 
Social Sciences Libraries -B,O -22,1 +15,0 +15,0 
lable XXIV: Proportional changes or the results of lahle XXII compared to 
the results of table XIX (lable XXII is considered lo be 100 %) 
-·----------





Social Sc lences 
Information spec 
All Information S 
llbunles 
h•ltsls 
peclaflsls 
---
Tfl 
+14,3 
-0,5 
+13,5 
AUT 
-35,9 
+5,5 
-35,8 
96 
DE 
+22,0 
-14,7 
+7,8 
All 
+6,4 
-15,0 
+24,1 
